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CLASSIC PET KEG (BROWN)
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PRODUCT

Rkeg
Cycle 
Volume 
Overall dimensions Rkeg 30L 
Weight (empty, with pressure) 
Transportation pressure 
Working pressure 
Burst pressure of the safety valve 
Fitting type  

One way  
30L  
D х H = 290 х 585 mm  
425  g  
0,5-2 Bar  
3,0 Bar max  
6.5 Bar  
A, G  

Safety
PET-keg balloon material
Colour
Preform weight
Fitting

High viscosity PET   
Brown  
425 g  
Body, basket, piston, ring plate: Polyoxymethylene
Sealing ring:  Thermoplastic elastomer
Sealing cuff: Thermoplastic elastomer    
Spring: Stainless steel                                    
Colour: Body - white, Basket - white, Piston - turquoise
Ring plate - turquoise, Sealing cuff - blue, grey, Sealing ring - black, Spring - metallic
Reliable lock protecting against unauthorized opening
Threaded design to ensure a reliable impermeability
Safe recycling with the new pressure-relief cap
It is easy to relieve pressure - just put the cap onto the fitting until it clicks

Limit of the bursting pressure
Rkeg structure

Transport and storage temperature

Over 7 bar  
It withstands falling over a height of 1.2 m and at an angle 45 degrees
It does not burst if alkali gets on Rkeg, but can have stress cracking
It does not burst if the side wall is punctured with a sharp object at the operating
internal pressure
From -25°C to + 30°C

Recommended when transporting /
warehousing:
Rkeg 30 L

Rkeg function
Products
Expiration date
Bottling line

Bottling installation
Recycling 

2 tiers / 4 tiers  
  

Beer, Cider, Kvass, Lemonade, Wine, Champagne  
6 months  
Manual bottling
Automatic and semi-automatic lines for bottling to PET keg
On lines designed for bottling to metallic kegs through an adapter
Compatible with standard bottling systems  
100% (does not contain additives)  

*We offer comprehensive solutions for Rkeg delivery and  equipment from our partners (including modernising of the
existing) for blow moulding and bottling


